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But the more frequent result of such activities is
described by the late Canon Sheehan in one of the
novels which are the best documents about the Catholic
Church in Ireland for the last half-century.    My New
Curate shows us the zealous young man, whose first
clerical experience had been gained on the English
mission in Manchester, launched upon a South of
Ireland seaboard parish,   It was in the nature of ^the
: case that he should dream of establishing a fishing-
station to compete with the French and Manx boats
off the coast: the old priest, Father Dan, had dreamed
so' before him ; natural also that he should, try to get
work for the girls by introducing sewing machines and
taking a contract with a shirt factory.    Both schemes
'.. "went wrong, badly wrong, and over and above the loss of
.money, there was a talk in the parish that " the priest
was making a good penny by it."    Yet probably
another generation must go by before such enterprises
are left to people whom no one will blame for looking
to make money, and who will be better trained for
the making of It.   Education and more normal social
organisation may change the character of the people :
if they do, the character of their religious life may
change with it,
Education has undoubtedly altered the priesthood.
Canon Sheehan describes, as within an old man's
memory spine twenty years ago, the " polished,
studious, timid priests, who, educated in continental
seminaries, introduced into Ireland all the grace and
dignity and holiness, and all the dread of the secular
authority, with the slight tendency to compromise,
of the French clergy." Next upon this "followed " the
brood of Maynooth, fierce fighters for the temporal
as well as the spiritual interests of their people, men
of large physique and iron constitutions, who spent ten
hours a day on horseback, despised French claret, loved
their people and chastised them like fathers. . . . They
had the classics at their fingers* ends, would roll out
lines from Virgil and Horace at an after-dinner speech,

